Bonus Report
Amazon Seller Resources & Tools
By Skip McGrath

Third party services for sellers have been around for years, but it’s really only been
the last 5 or so years that third party resources and services for Amazon sellers have
seen some growth.
Part One of this report is an overview of some of the services that I either use or
know something about. There are many more that I have not tried and new ones
are coming online constantly. When I attended my first Amazon sellers conference
4 years ago there were less than a dozen vendors showing their services. At last
year’s conference there were close to thirty.
Part Two is about some of the tools and resources I use to help run our business
efficiently.
As I said, this list is far from complete, but it’s a good starting point.

Part One – Third party Services for the Amazon Seller
FBA Revenue Calculator – this is not a 3rd party tool, but one provided by Amazon
that allows you to see what your Amazon FBA fees would be when you are
researching a product to sell through FBA. The FBA calculator shows the costs
associated with the Fulfillment by Amazon program as compared to handling the
fulfillment process via an alternative fulfillment system.
The calculator works by having you enter the product you wish to examine from
Amazon's search. This establishes the category and other related information about
the product. Then you enter the costs associated with sourcing, storing, and
shipping the product. These costs are shown in a side-by-side comparison with
Amazon's costs, giving a clear picture of the benefits of each approach. As a result,
the calculator will show you a side-by-side comparison of your profits.
Three big benefits of using Amazon's FBA calculator:




The time the FBA calculator can save you, because the fees associated with
selling on Amazon can be complex and time consuming to calculate by hand.
The calculator should always reflect the most accurate estimate of Amazon's
fees, as Amazon maintains the calculator.
It is integrated with Amazon's product search, so you can see items that are
already listed on the site.

Neatoscan sells barcode scanning software to scan barcodes to determine selling
price on eBay or Amazon and they also offer inventory management tools
ClassAdLister - Enter your item in ClassAdLister and then list it on Amazon, blujay,
ClassifiedAds.com, craigslist, hoobly, eBay and eBay Classifieds with no form entry
required. This app will not post to multiple sites at once, but it makes posting your
items on various sites much easier by automating the form population and image
uploads.
Vendio - Vendio is the service I have used for the past ten years. Vendio started out
as an eBay-only auction listing and management service but added Amazon a few
years ago. Today they have also added a Facebook application.
The way you use Vendio is that you first create your listing using their online listing
tools and editors and photo hosting. Once created, you enter the number of items
you have into inventory and now you can launch your listing on either or both eBay
and Amazon.
Vendio also has a website creator where you can create a Vendio store that is also
integrated with your inventory and an application that put your Vendio Store on a
Facebook page where folks can actually shop right from Facebook.

A new service is an automatic fulfillment service whereby when you have an item in
Amazon FBA and you list that item on eBay, when it sells on eBay, Vendio will
automatically go into Amazon and create a fulfillment order and get the tracking
info and enter that into eBay for you –also automatically. And if you run out of stock
in FBA, Vendio immediately ends your eBay listing so there is no danger of getting
an order for something you do not have.
AutoMCF – AutoMCF does not provide any listing or photo hosting service but it
does do what Vendio does in terms of automatic fulfillment between eBay, eBay
Canada and Europe and Amazon but has the additional feature that is also integrates
with other channels such as Sears.com, New Egg and Rakuten.
Feedvisor.com – Feedvisor is the only algorithmic re-pricing tool on the market.
There are lots of Amazon re-pricing tools on the market, but they work on limits and
instructions that you set up. The problem is that Amazon does not always award the
buy box to the lowest price seller. Amazon also looks at the sellers shipping cost,
seller reputation, feedback and other factors. I know this is true because I am in the
buy box for several products where I am not the lowest cost seller. Feedvisor’s
algorithm looks at all these factors and will not lower your price unless it needs to.
ScanPower – Chris Green a long time Amazon seller and entrepreneur runs
ScanPower. They have several services:


ScanPower List for PC and Mac is a ONE-TOUCH FBA inventory processing
system. Take an item, scan it in, and a new listing is created in your Amazon
account. Choose condition, set your price, print your FBA label, and pack the
item in the box all in one step. Save time and money by only touching your
inventory once compared to touching it multiple times to create listings,
print labels, and create shipments.



ScanPower Reprice provides live competitive data for all offers, including
FBA (and knows if there are no other FBA offers as well). This information
allows you to price your items properly to maximize margin and profits.
ScanPower Reprice also calculates prices based on the FBA Net price (price +
shipping). FBA Net prices are shown for items in all Amazon categories.



ScanPower Mobile is a scanning tool. It is available for iPhone, iPad, and
Android devices. ScanPower Mobile gives you live pricing data for every item
in the Amazon catalog from every category, including the Amazon price (with
100% certainty, not a ‘best guess’), FBA offers, and seller quantity (currently
a ScanPower EXCLUSIVE feature). With ScanPower you have live,
comprehensive pricing data in your pocket, ready to go at all times.



ScanPower Evaluate is an evaluation tool that allows you to make good
purchasing decisions for new products by showing the competitive
landscape on Amazon.

Solid Commerce – Solid Commerce is an Amazon listing service that allows you to
list items singly or in bulk. Solid Commerce also has an inventory control system
that works with Amazon, eBay, Rakuten, Sears.com, Best Buy, Overstock.com and
Half.com. they also have a repricing tool.
Seller Active – Seller Active is another integrated multi-channel listing and
inventory management tool. They work with Amazon FBA, Sears, New Egg, Etsy and
Yahoo and they integrate with PayPal.
FeedbackFive – FeedbackFive is an automatic feedback tool that sends an email to
your buyer requesting feedback. After my first 4 years on Amazon my total feedback
score was under 100. Within 2 years of signing up for Feedback Five, my feedback is
not over 1500 lifetime and 850 for the past 12 months.
A Seller Tool - A Seller Tool offers PDA based and iPhone/android Scanning
applications. A Seller Tool has been known for its book applications but has now
expanded into other Amazon products.
AMan Pro – AMan Pro by Spaceware provides a complete Listing, Pricing and Order
Management system for Amazon Marketplace sellers. With its unique capabilities,
AMan Pro Automates and Simplifies (no matter what you sell):






Repricing according to Your Business Needs
Creation of Pick Lists, Packing Slips, Emails, Internet Postage
Bulk order shipment confirmations for Amazon Charge When Ship
Individual and Bulk Item Listing
Customer Service

AMan Pro is the only Amazon seller tool that:






Lists items individually or in batches
Imports and prices vendor inventory files
Reprices on a continuous basis factoring shipping charges
Prints Internet Postage in bulk and prints and pre-fills customs forms
Confirms orders in bulk

Seller Magic – Seller Magic is an Amazon listing tool with very advanced inventory
control features. It also has a tool to help analyze the competition with can be
helpful when product sourcing.
Export Your Store is eBay/Amazon software that exports your eBay store to the
Amazon Marketplace automatically. The process is quick and easy, once you set up
an Amazon Seller account. Export Your Store lets you export all of your eBay items,
descriptions and key features with minimum effort, making you a"Multi-Channel"
seller capable of reaching a wide variety of customers and markets.

FBA Toolkit is a free service that shows you how to calculate and use sales rank for
any category. FBA Toolkit also has two other services:
The second feature is called Price List Analysis and lets you upload a
spreadsheet with a list of UPC/EAN and an optional cost field and it'll
generate a report with information that'll simplify your purchasing decisions
(current offers, estimated sales rate, profit).
The third feature is called Product Tracking. They can track the price, stock
and sales from all the relevant merchants in a product.
ScanOnTheSide.com - Check out this blog by people doing FBA part time. There are
tips aplenty!

Part Two – Tools and Resources for the Amazon Seller
Having the right tool can save you time and money. This is one area where you don’t
want to skimp. Where the tool is available on Amazon I have placed the Amazon
banner so you can go right to the product.
1. Scotch Box Sealing Tape Dispenser H180, 2 in . Forget cheap tape dispensers.
They break and take time because they don’t cut tape cleanly. This is simply the best
tape dispenser on the market.

2. 8" Impulse Sealer with Cutter - 1 EACH [PRICE is per EACH] If you are going to
create bundles and multi-paks you will need Poly Bags and a way to seal them. This
links to an 8-inch model, but they also make and sell 12 and 16-inch sizes.

Notice that this one has a cutter. That makes it a bit more expensive, but is a huge
time saver and makes much neater cleaner cuts than scissors or knife.
3. Carton Size/Reducer - Remember that any box you send into Amazon will incur
weight penalties if it is larger than 3 cubic inches. We used to just throw large boxes
away for that reason, but when we got one of these we were able to reuse a lot of
good boxes. This tool costs about $14.00. Since shipping boxes cost about $1.50
each, you can recover your cost by saving just 10 or so boxes.

4. SAGA 360 LB X 0.2 s DIGITAL POSTAL SCALE for SHIPPING WEIGHT POSTAGE
W/AC 160 KG . this may seem like overkill because it weighs up to 300 pounds, but
who knows, some day you may have a freight shipment to send. What I like about
this scale is the separate reader. On many scaled the box is larger than the scale and
you have to bend down to read the weight. On this one, just pull the cord away from
the scale and you can read it.
5. LimoStudio Photography Photo Studio 30 Inch Light Tent Kit, 1 x 30" x 30" Table
Top Light Tent, 2 x 45 Watt 6500K Daylight Fluorescent Light Kit Amazon requires
that you shoot products on a white background. A tent like this makes it easy as it
reduces reflections and shadows. And it comes with Daylight Balanced lights.
Anyone can get perfect shots every time with only a few minutes of practice.

6. Scotty Peeler Label & Sticker Removers - The Ultimate Gizmo Set of 3 Originals
and 1 Metal. This set does it all! It includes 3 Original Scotty Peelers - one each in
red, white, and blue, as well as a sheathed flexible metal. The original all plastic
Scotty Peeler is terrific at removing stickers and labels from paper or other soft
surfaces. Its non-stick surface peels stickers and labels away easily without damage.
The SP-2 is the ideal tool for removing sticky labels from hard surfaces. It has a
flexible three-sided sharp metal blade made of surgical grade stainless steel which is
sharpened to a razor edge, and an easy-to-grip handle. A long lasting tool with a
multitude of uses, the SP-2 is excellent to use on both metal and glass.

7. Un Du Products Un-Du Adhesive Remover Low VOC, 4-Ounce This is an AS Seen
on TV Product that really works. I have yet to find any label or surface this does not
work on.
8. Xyron Adhesive 2 Inch by 2 Inch Eraser – This is a great product. Sometimes when
you remove a label from something it leaves some adhesive behind. Just rub this guy
over it and it's gone.

9. 2" x 2" Suffocation Warning Peel and Stick Labels (1 Roll of 500 Labels) - Amazon
requires a suffocation label on any bag that has an opening of 5-inches or larger. If
you don’t put them on, they will do this in the warehouse for you, but they will
charge you 30¢ each.

10. Shipping Boxes - the cheapest shipping boxes are from Home Depot, Loews and
Wal-Mart. They have the brands of the store on them, but Amazon doesn’t care. One
item of caution – The boxes do have bar codes on them, so mark those out with a
heavy black marker.

If you want free shipping boxes, check with your local merchants. In our town, the
merchants have to pay to have their boxes taken away for recycling, so they are glad
to give them to use for free.
11. DYMO LabelWriter 450 Turbo High-Speed Postage and Label Printer for PC and
Mac, USB, Printer and Software - Almost everyone agrees that this model label
printer is the best on the market and is fast becoming the standard for eBay and
Amazon Sellers.
12. Microvision ROV Bluetooth Scanner MS2200BT - I like a small Bluetooth scanner
because it is discreet, so I am not bothered by store people and other customers
asking me what I am doing. You can also use it to scan your products to create
listings.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Well that’s it – As I said at the beginning, this list of services, resources and tools is
far from complete, but it’s a good start and there are new services and tools coming
out all the time.
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